
Palo Alto Firewall Plug-in
The Glasswall CDR Platform can be integrated with Palo Alto’s next-generation 
firewalls using a plug-in provided by Glasswall.

Palo Alto’s next generation firewall uses machine learning to protect an 
organization's network security against viruses, ransomware, spyware, phishing 
and other common attack vectors. The integration leverages the Decryption Broker 
on the firewall, to decrypt traffic, passing it to an internal proxy which in-turn 
communicates via the Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP) to the Glasswall 
CDR Platform deployment. 

The Glasswall - Palo Alto plug-in provides an additional layer of protection to the 
regular Palo Alto firewall. Next generation firewalls are effective in protecting 
against most attack vectors, but there is a protection gap. File-based threats 
such as malware and ransomware can go undetected when the security filter 
is not aware of the structure of the document. Glasswall’s Content Disarm and 
Reconstruction engine supports a wide range of business files, and can shine a 
light on threats which hide in files. The technology provides sub-second processing 
speed, ensuring that threats are removed at the speed of business.

The Glasswall CDR Platform - Palo Alto plug-in ensures users are protected 
against file based threats by our patented, ISG* compliant CDR engine. Glasswall 
supported files are automatically protected whilst the user is browsing the Internet, 
with negligible perceptible delay. All files that are uploaded or downloaded are 
restored to a pristine, known-good manufacturer's specification, removing the risk 
posed from file-based threats, as they pass through the Palo Alto firewall.

Complete protection from
industry-leading firewall
and CDR solutions 

*ISG - Inspection and Sanitization Guidance standards - National Security Agency (NSA)



Key benefits
Worry-free internet browsing with instant file-based and firewall based protection.

Policy based file protection to match administrator risk appetite.

Usability and business speed maintained, with lighting-fast machine learning 
firewall protection, and instant file-based protection.

Reliance on known-good file specifications, removing the reliance on AV databases 
that cause protection lag on file based threats.

Key features
All Glasswall supported files are automatically protected by the Glasswall CDR 
engine in real time as the user downloads files from the Internet, or as they upload 
them to a cloud service. 

Palo Alto’s firewall adds industry-leading traffic decryption and firewall protection 
to Glasswall’s ISG compliant CDR process, offering a comprehensive security 
solution to eradicate  file-based threats.

Secure deployment using the standard Decryption Broker module which connects 
to an internal proxy and communicates via ICAP to the Glasswall CDR Platform. 

Centralised reporting on the risks being identified in business documents and 
files On Premise, Data Centre, Private Cloud and Public Data Centre deployments 
supported.

Supported Palo Alto NextGen Firewalls
PA-7000 Series, PA-5200 Series, PA-3200 Series devices and VM-300, VM-500, and VM-
700 models. It requires SSL Forward Proxy decryption to be enabled, where the firewall is 
established as a trusted third party (or man-in-the-middle) to session traffic.



Use cases

Protecting against 
compromised 

websites

File-based threat 
defence

Zero Trust 
architecture

How it works
The Palo Alto firewall decrypts information as a user browses the Internet. It then connects with a security 
chain and uses ICAP to interact with the Glasswall CDR Platform. Any files that don’t match the known-good 
manufacturers specification are restored by the Glasswall Platform using our patented ISG compliant 4-step CDR 
process. Potentially malicious active content is removed, and a brand-new file is created with a visually identical 
copy of the original file being returned back to the Palo Alto firewall. The protected file is then returned to the 
firewall, via the same security chain. Thus delivering safe and secure files to the end user in seconds.  
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